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Sofia Hotel given special status
By: North County Times wire services - SAN
DIEGO - The recently renovated Sofia Hotel in
downtown San Diego became the first local hotel
inducted into the elite National Trust Historic
Hotels of America, it was announced today.

The Sofia Hotel, which opened in January,
joins more than 200 hotels and resorts across
the country that are recognized by the HHA for
preserving and maintaining their historic
integrity, unique architecture and ambiance.
Beginning in early 2006, the Sofia Hotel
underwent a $16 million renovation.
"To be selected as a member of the Historical
Hotels of America is a true testament to the
property's rich history and our efforts to
preserve the unique architectural elements
that make the Sofia so exceptional," said Ken
Winslow, president of Pickwick Properties,
Inc., which owns the Sofia property.
"As one of the last remaining buildings of
public stature in San Diego to embody the
distinct characteristics of Gothic Revival, we
took great care to preserve the Sofia's unique
architecture, while transforming the interior
into a chic boutique property that carries a
nature inspired theme throughout," Winslow

Ousting of Carol Lam should serve as a
warning
It's becoming painfully obvious that for U.S. Attorney
Carol Lam, whose office brought down U.S. Rep.
Randy "Duke" Cunningham, it wasn't just her record
of prosecutions that led to her ouster but more whom
she was prosecuting, and from which political party. 77
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said.
To be chosen for membership in National Trust Historic Hotels, a hotel must be at least 50
years old, either listed in or recognized locally as having historic significance. CNS-04-09-2007
15:47
Hit-and-run arrest leads to drug bust at Elko motel
Lede: BC-NV--Drug Bust 1st Ld-Writethru,0364... Hit-and-run arrest leads to drug bust at Elko
motel... Eds: UPDATES with hometown of victim, driver of van as Ventura, Calif.... ELKO,
Nev....
Previous Story: Police search for taco shop robber
Next Story: Homeless man held in custody on suspicion of murder
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